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Key features

LAP OF HONOUR

A PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNEY WITH SIR STIRLING MOSS
by Tim Hain

• Breaks new ground in motor racing books, as Tim Hain
has never held a press pass, but hundreds of stunning
images and engaging stories offer an intimate fan’s eye view
• Stunning colour images, laid out in a lavish full-colour
production, which will prove an irresistible book for motor
racing fans
• Unprecedented fan relationship established with the
greatest legend in motor sport; the book is supported by
and included a foreword from Sir Stirling Moss
• Period shots include Jim Clark, Graham Hill and George
Harrison and anecdotal interviews include John Surtees,
David Coulthard and Damon Hill’s mother, Bette
• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites and magazines

Description
Lap of Honour offers a journey back to the golden age of motor racing, through the lens of a revived 60s schoolboy photographer.
Tim Hain revisits his favourite haunts and heroes, and hitches a ride with Sir Stirling Moss, whose colourful foreword kick-starts
the journey. ‘I can’t believe Tim has never held a press pass,’ Stirling writes. ‘His pictures are really great.’ Here is a true ‘fan’s eye view’
with evocative pictures and stories spanning 56 years, from 1962 to 2018. At the first Goodwood Revival in 1998, Hain’s interest
was reawakened after 35 years. All he wanted was a picture of his first hero; but he went on to photograph Moss in 33 cars, with
his input on each, creating a unique portrait of ‘The Maestro’. Tim encounters and interviews other 60s legends, candidly snaps a
host of stars on and off the track, and gathers contributions from the likes of Murray Walker and musician Mark Knopfler. Lap of
Honour has an intimacy, a sense of humour and a story behind every picture that makes it unlike any other book on motor racing.
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